
Please use this “How to” in conjunction with the workshop manual pdf on the same subject.

The workshop manual is a decent guide but fails to mention a few things which would hinder progress and
probably cause damage to parts.

Parts needed: One replacement bonnet cable OEM supplied at approx. £25 (special order). It comes with new
grommet attached.

Tools needed: A “cable removing tool” as pictured in the workshop manual. This I made myself. It is simply a
length (approx 5 metres) of 1.5mm or 2mm wire rope available in B & Q and similar outlets, 6-8 ferrules and

access to a crimper, Only use half the ferrules – you may need the other half for later in the process. The
wire rope and ferrules costs about £5

Simply create a loop at one end just big enough to fit the end of the bonnet cable through and using the
ferrules and crimper to make the loop permanent.



Other tools required:

Gorilla tape/gaffer tape or similar

10mm spanner

Torx drivers

A torch

WD40

Lubricating oil

The whole job took me 2 hours. I’m a timid DIYer and didn’t want to damage anything and more importantly
“lose” the cable half way along its run so took my time. With the knowledge I have now on how to do it I

could probably do it in an hour.

Firstly disconnect the battery

The job necessitates exposing the fuse box situated under the steering wheel and removing the securing
bolts before manipulating it into a position where access can be gained to the grommet in the bulkhead.

Once the battery is disconnected follow the workshop pdf in removing:

The sound insulation under the fascia: This is held by 3 trim clips which are reusable.

The trim below the fascia:



This is the panel which is hinged below the steering wheel. Quarter turn the three clips holding the trim up
and lift up the steering wheel adjustment lever to allow it to drop down and then unscrew the 2 torx screws

which become exposed once the panel drops down.

The bonnet release lever: This is held by one 10mm bolt.

The scuttle trim. This is held by a torx screw down near the carpet where it meets the door shut trim and a
reusable trim clip and a 10mm nut at the top. It is also held by a metal spring clip so needs gently prising off.

Still following the workshop pdf partly remove the fuse box bracket assembly.

There are 2 10mm nuts to the rear which need undoing. One you would have already undone in removing the
scuttle trim

Once the nuts have been removed the bracket can be gently prised off the 2 remaining studs. This is the
point where I found the workshop instructions wanting. Having prised the bracket from the studs I found it

didn’t actually allow enough (if any) movement of the fuse box to give sight of the bonnet cable and
grommet, which is the ultimate aim.

What needs to be done next is to prise the fuse box bracket off a metal arm which is situated at the top of
the fuse box. It sits in a groove and simply pulls free. (Pic 4 shows the metal arm once prised away from the

fuse box). 



The metal arm is in the foreground. In the background to the left you can see the grommet.

Once this has been done the fuse box bracket can swing down and if a torch is shone in the space vacated by
the fuse box aimed up towards the bulkhead the bonnet cable and grommet are revealed. 

Pic5 shows the grommet more clearly:



At this point the bonnet release cable is free inside the cabin and you should have a clear view of where it
passes through the bulkhead.

Turn your attention now to outside.

Follow the workshop instructions to:

Remove the 4 reusable trim clips holding the plastic top trim and remove the top trim.

The workshop manual then states “remove the outer cable stop”.

I puzzled over this for some minutes until I narrowed it down to a black torx screw near one of the inner
bonnet stops to the left of the bonnet locks as you face the car.

To accurately identify it run your hand on the underside of the panel and you should feel a metal clip which
the screw holds on and clamps onto the bonnet cable:



As you remove the screw it also releases a plastic bracket holding a rubber hose. Keep hold of both plastic
bracket and metal clamp as you remove the screw to save losing them into the engine bay.

There is a second plastic hose bracket a few cms further towards the wing:
As you remove the screw it also releases a plastic bracket holding a rubber hose. Keep hold of both plastic

bracket and metal clamp as you remove the screw to save losing them into the engine bay.

There is a second plastic hose bracket a few cms further towards the wing:



This holds the same hose and the bonnet cable but is not attached to the body but will be lost and/or hinder
removal of the cable if not taken off.

The next instruction is to “remove the cable end from the bonnet lock”.

You will see the cable end is “Z” shaped:



I could find no way of releasing it from the bonnet lock without loosening the lock by removing one of the 2
10mm bolts holding it on and loosening the other. I was concerned about retightening in the correct position
but on close inspection there are 2 raised lugs on the panel holding the lock which provide accurate guides

for retightening. (See pic 9 showing the bonnet lock slackened off):



The bonnet cable is now free.

At this point I took time to follow its run to get an idea of what lay ahead. It runs through an aperture on the
front panel, follows the front panel towards the wing and then seems to enter the wing itself before

reappearing near the bonnet hinge. It is near the hinge you will see the cable emerge from the wing and it is
here you will see the grommet that you have exposed in the cabin earlier. (See pic10). You can just see the

grommet at right angles behind the hinge:



I spent quite a time trying to pull this 5-6cm long grommet from the bulkhead to no avail. It is in tight and
it’s difficult to get any sort of grip on it. The workshop instructions advise to push it through to the cabin

from the engine bay. Good luck with that one too. I had no luck.

SHORT NOTE ON REMOVING THE GROMMET:

( I decided that once I’d pulled the bonnet cable through the wing and had sight and hold of the wire rope
tool I could simply use brute force to try and drag it through the grommet to the cabin. There could be one

of 2 outcomes. Brute force would drag the old cable, along with the wire rope through the grommet, possibly
dragging the grommet out with it (a desirable outcome) or the wire rope would break in the process. If the
latter should happen – and it did - it is simply a matter of feeding the wire rope through the hole left by the

eventual removal of the grommet and making another loop if required and reattaching as before. As
happened with me, the wire rope broke so I dragged the old cable through the grommet and once the

grommet had no cable running through it. It made it easy to yank it out without fuss. If you try the brute
force method lubricate the grommet inside to give yourself the best chance). 

It is now you need you “bonnet cable removing tool”. Or simply put the wire rope with loop that you made
earlier.

Slip the “Z” shaped cable end into the loop. I then used “Gorilla” tape to ensure the wire rope tool could not
part company with the bonnet cable as for this to happen will obviously cause no end of grief. I then grabbed
the bonnet cable along its run in short stretches and teased the cable and the attached wire rope through.
Teasing it gently it took only minutes to pull the cable through one end of the wing and back through the
other end. Make sure the wire rope is still attached and then decide what method you are going to use to

complete the removal. If you have managed to get the grommet out simply pull through from the cabin until
the whole bonnet cable appears. You should still have the other end of the wire rope visible near the bonnet

lock waiting to be tugged on to reverse the procedure.

Attach the new cable (using Gorilla tape as insurance) and poke it through the bulkhead. The new cable is
supplied with new grommet already in place so the old grommet can be discarded. (See pics 11,12 & 13



showing the new cable):





I eased the grommet right up to the lever it give a full free run of cable. I used WD40 to help. Once the cable
has been passed through the bulkhead I took the advice of other contributors on this subject and, while

holding the cable up dribbled lubricating oil down between inner cable and sheath.

That done it is simply a case of using the wire rope tool to tease the bonnet cable back along its dedicated
route.

Once I’d got the cable in place I attached it to the bonnet lock and reseated the bonnet lock.

Working back inside the cabin I then sprayed WD40 on the cable and grommet to assist in locating it in its
hole.

I then very gently (as the lever is not very robust) operated the lever to see if the bonnet released o.k. Once
satisfied that it did I put everything back together. The cable doesn’t have adjustment on it so as long as it is

not kinked or stretched everything should work o.k.

The last job was to degrease both locks with WD40.

All trim clips removed are reusable. 


